How to create an eduID

1. Go to https://eduid.nl/en/

2. At the bottom of the page select NL for Dutch or EN for English

3. Click on Request an eduID

4. Enter your details and use a personal email address so you still have access to your eduID when you finish your degree

5. Accept ‘the terms of service’ and click on Request your eduID
You will receive an email to verify your account, this may take a few minutes

6. Click on **Verify this email address** and your eduID is activated

**There are two ways to securely log in to eduID**

- Using the eduID app
- Using a magic link

7. Click on **Get it now** if you want to use the eduID app to log in to My eduID, otherwise choose **No thanks** and go to step 11

8. First download the app on your mobile phone and click on **Next**

9. Scan the QR code with the app
10. You can choose a recovery method, using a phone number is recommended. Click on **Onwards to my eduID**

11. When not using the app, click in the email you’ve received on **Go to my eduID**
   
   Click on **Next** to continue to my eduID

**Link your eduID to your home university**

You now have successfully created your eduID. The next step is to link your eduID to your home university.
12. Log in to eduID and go to **Personal Info**

13. Click on **Prove**

14. Click on **Proceed** and choose your home university. Log in with your username and password of your university and you will be given permission

**Now you have an eduID for a lifetime of learning**

Go to **My eduID** to check if your university is successfully linked to your eduID or if you want to delete your eduID.

Do you still have questions, or do you need help?

Send an email to help@eduID.nl